Comments from 2015 Financial Fitness Extravaganza
I appreciate the resources that are focused towards teens and personal finance. The websites and apps are "teen
Friendly". I am excited to share up-to-date information with the students.
This workshop has provided a wealth of information and resources to allow me to be a better facilitator in teaching
personal finance and consumer education. This is one of the best workshops I have attended in my career. Awesome!
Glad I Came.
Learned something in every session that I could add to curriculum or would enhance curriculum. Some-simple tips,
some-lots of info, some-lots of resources.
I think these workshops are EXTREMELY valuable. Any free resources offered are important, but learning how to use
them, and incorporate them into our classes is even more important! Thank you.
Got me energized to work on teaching new class for me (personal finance). Supplied me with an overwhelming amount
of resources and ideas
I received so much information and valuable resources to use in my personal finance classes. I feel personal finance
should be required for all students -it's THAT important. Students need this info.
I learned a ton in these days. This will be my first year to teach these subjects and I didn't know a lot. This workshop
gave me a great base.
Thank you for providing the opportunity for Kansas business teachers to learn more on personal finance! Be better
teacher and provide better instructions to all students.
I feel this workshop gave me info that I didn’t even know I was looking for.
This was an excellent conference that provided learning for teachers as well as resources that will help our students to
learn more about Financial Literacy.
This workshop recharges us to get excited about helping kids manage their money.
I got new information, websites, and discussions with other teachers for my classroom. Those things are valuable to me
so I can improve my classes.
This is the first time I have been to this conference. I thought all the information was great. I will definitely use the
learning, earning, and investing for a New generation. The info on insurance, and college success through Financial
Literacy, will be very useful.
Excellent collection of professionals that showed their knowledge. Thank you for providing this free of charge with the
graduate credit
Very Valuable! One of the best conferences I have attended!
I learned more about personal finance, so I can bring those concepts into my math classroom. I am not sure what is
currently done with personal finance courses in the district. I may include Gen-I and SMG if another class does not.
I LOVE KCEE! Very supportive with instructional materials and knowledge & opp's Thank You!!
Updated information is extremely important to pass on to students and parents
I love getting the free resources. Also the discussions at the ends of the sessions are always beneficial.
Very beneficial! I learned a lot that I can use in both my personal econ classes as well as just in my life.
This is a great workshop to be exposed by experts in many area we teach.
VERY Valuable-Love all the links, websites, Materials Etc. Thank You Sponsors!
Organized- Learned great info. I needed to organize my info that I received and register for the websites. It will be
exciting to use this information in my classroom.
All of the information was so great and I especially appreciate the speakers from "the real world" who were so
knowledgeable and helpful when we asked questions. My students will definitely be hearing and using all of this
information!

